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[Die Braut ohne Segen. Eine Studie zur Aufbereitung und zum Inhalt von Massekhet Kallah und der Gemara.]

Published in English.
David Brodsky uses form and source criticism to date Massekhet Kallah and the first two chapters of Kallah Rabbati – which form a commentary on Massekhet Kallah – to the mid-amoraic period (circa late third and early fifth centuries CE respectively), and to locate their redaction in Babylonia. This makes these two sources the only known rabbinic texts whose final redaction took place in Babylonia during the amoraic period, and establishes them as the closest extant relatives of the Babylonian Talmud. Parallels between these two sources and the Babylonian Talmud elucidate the nature of oral transmission and of the redactional processes of Babylonian rabbinic material during this critical period, and, thereby, of the Babylonian Talmud itself. In addition, the author deciphers Massekhet Kallah’s peculiar asceticism: a concern with men’s inappropriate use of or interactions with their wives, charity, vows, and even with the group’s own transmitted traditions. Massekhet Kallah fears the physical and at times cosmic effects of such inappropriate behavior. Brodsky finds that these items were all deemed consecrated, removed from the realm of normal interaction. To have mundane interaction with them was a powerful and dangerous act. Brodsky explores the fascinating gender and theological implications of this unique asceticism.
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